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The concept of SEEKING describes a predisposition to search enthusiastically for rewards in the environment.
While SEEKING and its underlying functional anatomy have been extensively investigated in animals, such
processes in humans, especially brain-damaged individuals, remain understudied. We therefore conducted an
exploratory behavioral study in stroke patients to investigate the effects of brain lesions that anatomically could
be interpreted to impact the SEEKING system and predicted relationships to depression. Patients with lesions in
anterior, medial, and/or subcortical lesions showed significantly lower SEEKING scores and higher depression
scores than nonlesioned subjects in the control group. Based on our data and related work on animals, we propose
central involvement of the anterior subcortical–cortical midline system as core of the limbic system in SEEKING
in humans.

Keywords: SEEKING; Depression; Stroke; Affective neuroscience; Rehabilitation.

INTRODUCTION

Panksepp (1998) first proposed an “affective
neuroscience” approach to explore foundations of
human and animal emotions in connection with
specific brain systems. In particular, four basic
emotional systems (SEEKING, ANGER, FEAR,
and LUST) were identified that have evolution-
ally deep reptilian roots and three (CARING,
SADNESS, and PLAY) that reflect more uniquely
mammalian adaptations (Panksepp & Biven, 2012).
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The Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales
(ANPS) have been developed to evaluate these emo-
tional, personality tendencies in humans (Davis &
Panksepp, 2011; Davis, Panksepp, & Normansell,
2003). Please note, the full capitalization nomen-
clature is a scientific terminology to highlight
that a specific primary-process emotional system
is being discussed (Panksepp, 2011a). The above
systems are subcortical networks, and, in general,
lower subcortical brain regions have evolutionary
primacy in generating basic emotions. The basic
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2 FARINELLI ET AL.

emotional systems cited above not only generate
instinctual behavioral responses, but are closely
linked to subjectively experienced primal affects
that accompany those types of emotional arousal
(Panksepp, 2011b, 2011c). In contrast, learning
and higher brain functions are critically dependent
on higher, more recently evolved brain functions
that are conceptualized as secondary and tertiary
processes (Northoff, Pengmin, & Feinberg, 2010;
Panksepp, 2011b).

As originally proposed by Panksepp (1981,
1982), and conceptually and empirically developed
to the present day (Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011;
Wright & Panksepp, 2012), the SEEKING dis-
position is characterized by instinctual behavioral
tendencies that help organisms to attend, move,
explore, and approach goal-objects—via many
actions such as invigorated exploratory locomo-
tion, orientation, specific types of head and body
movements, eye saccades, sniffing in olfactory crea-
tures, and sensorial investigation of many nonaver-
sive objects that are confronted during foraging.
This system, which contributes to the expression
of many other emotions (e.g., LUST, CARE, and
PLAY), has traditionally been called “The Brain
Reward System” (Coenen, Schlaepfer, Maedler &
Panksepp, 2011; Olds & Milner, 1954), presumably
generating “pleasurable” sensations—which is not
empirically well supported—with little considera-
tion of the appetitive/desire types of feelings that
it actually generates.

Many lines of evidence indicate that
“SEEKING” is rooted in highly characteristic
psychobehavioral and neurobiological processes
that drive organisms to pursue and interact with
a great variety of specific environmental goal
objects; it is a system that is typically active before
the organism has formed detailed cognitive or
perceptual representations of those objects, and
when it has been molded by learning, it is active
in anticipation of rewards, rather than during the
pleasure accompanying consumption of rewards.
Due to its intrinsic positive affective value, the
activation of SEEKING is experienced by organ-
isms as a positive affectively desirable state, and
hence “rewarding” per se, without the need for any
traditional forms of consummatory activity and
explicit sensory rewards. In other words, animals
vigorously self-stimulate this system when allowed
to control brain stimulation along the trajectory of
the major underlying pathway, the medial forebrain
bundle (MFB). Therefore, the SEEKING view
grants organisms a mental life, specifically affective
emotional states created from complex, large-scale
unconditioned neural dynamics that constitute

the psychobehavioral foundation for organismic
existence (Alcaro, Huber, & Panksepp, 2007;
Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011). The SEEKING system
not only promotes exploration, investigation, and
foraging but also permits many other emotional
urges to become energized with forms of appetitive
and anticipatory arousal (Davis & Panksepp, 2011;
Wright & Panksepp, 2012).

The neural architecture of the SEEKING system
is deeply conserved in evolution (Huber, Panksepp,
Nathaniel, Alcaro, & Panksepp, 2011). In mam-
mals, dopamine (DA) transmission along the MFB,
terminating in ventral striatal regions (e.g., nucleus
accumbens), is an essential modulator of the over-
all SEEKING urge (Hills, Brockie, & Maricq, 2004;
Panksepp, 1998). Thus, the SEEKING disposition
is promoted by DA transmission within intermedi-
ary “associative” subcortical neural areas connect-
ing sensory and motor processing. Most such areas
are part of the “olfactory-limbic lobe,” where the
affective value of external stimuli is translated into
intentional behavioral patterns through learning
(Mogenson, Jones, & Yim, 1980). The mesolimbic-
dopamine (ML-DA) system of mammals connects
midbrain and forebrain nuclei involved in the basic
expression of the ancestral SEEKING urge with
more recently evolved forebrain areas where inter-
nally generated drives are integrated with percep-
tual, cognitive, and visceral information. The ML-
DA system is then a neurochemical bridge through
which basic SEEKING urges are transformed, via
learning, into larger and more complex SEEKING
neurodynamics and ever more focused behavior
patterns (Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011), with abun-
dant implications for psychiatric disorders such as
depression and mania (Coenen et al., 2011).

The neuroanatomy of SEEKING involves a
complex architecture (Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011;
Ikemoto, 2010) so far unclear in humans, even
though the human MFB has recently been char-
acterized with diffusion tensor imaging (Coenen,
Panksepp, Hurwitz, Urbach, & Mädler, 2012).
An important neuro-evolutionary aspect concerns
the expression of SEEKING within the cortical–
subcortical midline structures conceptualized as
the “core self” (Northoff & Panksepp, 2008;
Panksepp & Northoff, 2009) and the way the con-
stituent organismic coherence integrating midline
brain systems controls all basic emotional dispo-
sitions in accordance with internal visceral states
and with past experiences. The notion of a “core
self” and its relation to subcortical midline regions
touches upon the notion of the self as developed by
Damasio (1999, 2010). He distinguishes a core men-
tal self associated with rather cortical regions from
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SEEKING AND DEPRESSION IN STROKE PATIENTS 3

a “proto-self” or bodily self as being related to neu-
ral activity in the subcortical regions. Our notion
of core self avoids such strict dichotomy between
subcortical and cortical regions as well as between
mental and bodily notions of self. We would
argue that neural activity already in the subcortical
regions allows for the constitution of a mental self,
a core self, which is then further extended in its spa-
tiotemporal coordinates by the contributions from
the cortical regions. Accordingly, our notion of core
self is reminiscent of Damasio’s concept of “core
or mental self” while at the same time being dif-
ferent by not adhering to the dichotomy between
mental and bodily self (see also Northoff, Pengmin,
& Feinberg, 2010; Qin & Northoff, 2011).

Recent human data have demonstrated that the
SEEKING brain circuitry, as predicted, is involved
in the emergence of a characteristic appetitive
affective state, which may be described as normal
“enthusiastic positive excitement” or “euphoria”
(Drevets et al., 2001; Volkow & Swanson, 2003)
all the way to mania (Coenen et al., 2009), which
are feelings that do not resemble any kind of sen-
sory pleasure (Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011; Heath,
1996). This has also been clear in relevant human
studies of deep brain stimulation deployed in treat-
ment resistant depression (Coenen et al., 2011;
Schlaepfer et al., 2008).

We also note that the SEEKING system is the
largest and most universally important of all the
primal emotional systems, a system that is clearly
involved in the positive emotions such as LUST,
CARE, and PLAY, and is likely to also partic-
ipate in the negative emotions, as in the seek-
ing of safety in FEAR, which may reflect a sec-
ondary learning process (see Panksepp & Biven,
2012). In our estimation, such interactions do
not compromise the importance of conceptualiz-
ing this primary-process emotion in its own terms
as well as relations to psychiatric problems (see
Wright & Panksepp, 2012, for extensive discus-
sions). The neuroanatomies of these systems are
extensively summarized elsewhere (Panksepp, 1998,
2005), and the trajectories of the SEEKING sys-
tem in animals have been described in Ikemoto
and Panksepp (1999), Ikemoto (2010), and Wright
and Panksepp (2012), as well as recently in humans
(Coenen et al., 2012). Briefly, the core of the system,
constituted within the MFB, highlighted by the
ascending mesolimbic dopamine system, extends
both monosynaptically from the ventral tegmen-
tal area throughout the lateral hypothalamus, into
various major terminal regions, especially nucleus
accumbens and medial frontal cortical regions, and
polysynaptically to many limbic cortical regions.

It is critical to note that although there are
abundant anatomical candidates for the main part
of the system, which has traditionally been called
“the brain reward system” (basically a hand-me-
down concept, from the behaviorist concept of
generalized reward, without psychological con-
tents), the SEEKING view is one that is based
more on a direct analysis of the behaviors evoked
by deep brain stimulation of these “reward” sites,
which yield generalized exploratory and foraging
patterns that contribute to the acquisition of all spe-
cific rewards needed for survival (Panksepp, 1981,
1998, 2005) as well as in human creativity. The
utility and better conceptual clarity of the gen-
eralized positive hedonic SEEKING concept are
thoroughly discussed in the above papers and are
contrasted with related modern views elsewhere
(Panksepp & Moskal, 2008; Wright & Panksepp,
2012).

The translation of this work to human investi-
gations has just started (Coenen et al., 2012), but
it should again be emphasized, from human Deep
Brain Stimulation (DBS) studies, that this system
is not involved in generating clearly rewarding
pleasurable feelings, but rather enthusiasm for
productive life-sustaining activities (e.g., Schlaepfer
et al., 2008), even producing mania at high stimula-
tion levels (Coenen et al., 2009). The relationship of
this knowledge to understanding of a generalized
anhedonia, engendered by various basic emotion
interaction (e.g., chronic overactivity of the PANIC
system), which leads to a lack of enthusiasm
for life activities, is extensively discussed else-
where (Coenen et al., 2012; Coenen et al., 2011;
Panksepp & Watt 2011, 2012; Watt & Panksepp,
2009).

In sum, various other recent studies suggest a
close relationship between emotional deficiency and
dysfunction in the SEEKING disposition in human
depression (Alcaro & Panksepp, 2011; Northoff,
2011; Northoff & Hayes, 2010; Zellner, Watt,
Solms, & Panksepp, 2011; see also Koenigs et al.,
2008, and Schlaepfer et al., 2008, for involvement of
subcortical and cortical midline regions in depres-
sion), as well as across species (Alcaro, Panksepp,
Witczak, Hayes, & Northoff, 2010). Northoff and
Hayes (2010) have integrated human and ani-
mal data of depressive-like behaviors that show
increased resting state activity in midline regions,
along the anatomical trajectory of the SEEKING
system, which are also implicated in self-specificity
and reward-related processing. Reduced responding
of reward-related and self-specific areas to posi-
tive stimuli in depressed subjects has also been
noted and is in line with the increase in self-focus,
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4 FARINELLI ET AL.

or ruminations, seen in this disorder. All this
is in accord with the brain midline resting-state
hypothesis of depression (Hasler & Northoff, 2011;
Northoff, Wiebking, Feinberg, & Panksepp, 2011).
Actually, the resting-state abnormalities in depres-
sion have been shown to be located in subcortical
and cortical midline regions like the dorsomedial
thalamus, the Periaqueductal Grey (PAG), and
the perigenual anterior cingulate cortex in both
human depression and animal models of depression
(Alcaro et al., 2010; Northoff et al., 2011). Since one
may assume the SEEKING to be the behavioral
correlate of the brain’s intrinsic activity in these
and other especially subcortical midline regions,
abnormalities in the latter naturally entail abnor-
mal expression of the former (see Panksepp & Watt,
2011). Our lesion study lends some indirect support
to the relationship between SEEKING and midline
neural activity, though future studies are needed to
demonstrate abnormalities in resting-state activity
in these lesion patients.

While neuroanatomical circuitry underlying
SEEKING in animals was studied for many years,
its exact anatomical underpinnings in humans have
remained unclear until recently (Coenen et al.,
2012). Further, evidence from many of the specific
brain lesions that were used in the past in attempts
to ameliorate treatment-resistant depressive symp-
toms does suggest a convergence on the MFB
trajectory of the SEEKING system (Schoene-Bake
et al., 2010). This once more clearly indicates how
powerfully upper brain processes, from frontal neo-
cortex to nearby paralimbic regions, can regulate
lower brain functions, which has become a general
tenet of the neural analysis of human emotions (for
reviews, see Davidson, Scherer, & Goldsmith, 2003;
Lane & Nadel, 2000; Lewis, Haviland, & Barrett,
2008), with diverse views that are open for syn-
thesis (Zachar & Ellis, 2012). Another major step
in this direction would be to investigate alterations
of SEEKING in patients with lesions in different
locations of the brain.

The general aim of our exploratory study was to
investigate the effect of brain lesions on behavioral
measures of SEEKING and depression (Alcaro &
Panksepp, 2011; Alcaro et al., 2010; Northoff et al.,
2011; Panksepp & Watt, 2012; Watt & Panksepp,
2009; Zellner et al., 2011). More specifically, we
aimed to investigate SEEKING in a group of
stroke patients and a group of non-brain-lesioned
control subjects. We hypothesized that patients
with anterior and medial subcortical lesions,
including extensions into cortical regions, compris-
ing the entire limbic system, are central in leading
to deficits in measures of both SEEKING and
depression.

METHOD

The study group (stroke patients)

The present study was carried out across a span
of two years. Sixty-two stroke inpatients in the
acute phase were recruited after written informed
consent. They came from a stroke unit to a rehabil-
itation hospital after the stabilization of the clinical
situation (15 days to 1 month after the acute event).
The communication of the diagnosis to the patient
was managed by the stroke-unit doctors before their
admission to the rehabilitation hospital.

Exclusion criteria included the presence of apha-
sia as measured with the Token Test (De Renzi &
Faglioni, 1978; Spinnler & Tognoni, 1987; Zaidel,
1977) shown by a score lower than 26. Patients
with MMSE (Mini-Mental State Examination)
scores (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) of less
than 21, corresponding to moderate/high cognitive
impairments, were excluded. Patients with previ-
ous stroke events or with concomitant neurologic
disease (chronic, acute, or degenerative) were also
excluded. In general, most of stroke patients finally
included in the study were elderly, with a slight
prevalence of women (about 58% of the group).

In the following analyses, several possible dif-
ferences in stroke locations were considered. The
lesion location was determined independently from
clinical symptoms and psychological assessment by
the same neuroradiologist on the basis of magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomogra-
phy (CT) scans obtained during the acute phase
(Gallucci, Capoccia, & Catalucci, 2005). Four pos-
sible lesion locations were contrasted: right/left
hemisphere (34 vs. 27 patients), anterior/posterior
region (19 vs. 12 patients), medial/lateral region
(39 vs. 10 patients), and cortical/subcortical regions
(12 vs. 24 patients). Specifically, anterior and pos-
terior lesion locations were designated based on
locations with respect to the sensorimotorial cor-
tex. Participants with “cortical lesions” were based
on damage restricted to cerebral gyrus and sulcus
areas, while “subcortical lesions” were restricted
to damage below cerebral cortex. “Medial lesions”
referred to damage that infringed on midline
structures—namely, in subcortical regions typi-
cally involving basal ganglia, while, at the cortical
level, typically involving cingulate gyrus. “Lateral
lesions” referred to brain damage restricted to
areas starting far (at least 30 mm) from the
midline.

It is worth noting that except in the case of
right/left contrast, the number of cases consid-
ered in each comparison as a whole was consid-
erably smaller than the total number of patients
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SEEKING AND DEPRESSION IN STROKE PATIENTS 5

actually included in the global sample: In fact,
whenever lesions involved both brain regions/parts
(e.g., bilateral lesion, etc.), patients were excluded
from subsequent statistical analysis.

The control group (orthopedic patients)

In addition to the stroke group, we also recruited
subjects for a control group of comparable age
and clinical history. Thus, in order to exclude pos-
sible differences in reactive emotional states, we
matched our control group with stroke patients on
the following basic features: age, duration of hos-
pitalization, and recency of traumatic events. Thus
76 orthopedic patients were selected as a control
group that were affected by a recent leg bone frac-
ture. These patients came from an orthopedic unit
and were treated in the same rehabilitation hospital
as the stroke patients.

An overall exclusion criterion was patients having
MMSE scores less than 21. There was a prevalence
of women (78% of the group). Most participants
were married (39%) or widowed (45%), with only a
small fraction never married (9%) or divorced (7%).
Most subjects were retired (76%) with a minor-
ity still employed (18%) or active housewives (6%).
Educational level was only slightly higher than that
in the brain-damaged group.

Psychometric and psychiatric evaluations

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983, provided in
the Italian version by Costantini et al., 1999) is
a self-report rating scale designed to estimate lev-
els of both anxiety and depression in hospital-
ized subjects. It consists of two subscales (HADS-
Depression and HADS-Anxiety), each containing
seven items on a 4-point Likert scale (ranging from
0–3). The HADS is scored by summing the ratings
for the 14 items to yield a total score and by sum-
ming the ratings for the 7 items of each subscale
to yield separate scores for anxiety and depres-
sion. HADS-Depression subscale was considered
to evaluate depression. The validity of this instru-
ment to measure depression and its equivalence to
alternative tools (e.g., Beck Depression Inventory;
Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961)
was determined in a number of studies involv-
ing patients with different pathologies, including
stroke (Aben, Verhei, Lousberg, Lodder, & Honig,
2002; Loosman, Siegert, Korzec, & Honig, 2010;
Preljevic et al., 2012; Sagen et al., 2009). In the
Italian validation study (Costantini et al., 1999),

the major depression results yielded an average
HADS-Depression score of 8.3 (SD = 3.5).

The Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales
(ANPS; Davis et al., 2003; with an Italian ver-
sion provided by Andrea Clarici, University of
Trieste, by personal communication, 2007) is a self-
report questionnaire and includes three subscales
concerning positive emotions (ANPS-SEEKING,
ANPS-PLAY, and ANPS-CARE) and three nega-
tive emotions (ANPS-FEAR, ANPS-ANGER, and
ANPS-SADNESS). Finally, an ANPS-Spirituality
scale was introduced, focusing on feelings of
connectedness with all of life and oneness with
creation.

The whole questionnaire is composed of
110 items, grouped in seven scales with each basic
affect evaluated by 14 items (7 of which are posi-
tively scored, and 7 negatively scored, see Davis &
Panksepp, 2011, p. 1956).The Spirituality scale
consists of only 12 items. There are various “filler
items” to evaluate for deception and other poten-
tial issues of interest (which were not analyzed
here). Items considered to evaluate SEEKING
(i.e., relative to the ANPS-SEEKING subscale) are
reported in Table 1. Administration of all tests was
performed within the first week after admission by
trained psychologists working in the rehabilitation
hospital. Despite the fact that in the present study
only HADS-Depression and ANPS-SEEKING
subscales were of concern, both questionnaires
were administrated in their complete form, to avoid
possible biases.

In order to evaluate the degree of disability of
our patients, the Functional Independence Measure
(FIM) by Dodds, Martin, Stolov, and Deyo (1993)
was administered by physiatrists within one week
from enrolment in the study. Lower FIM scores
indicate more functional deficits. Overall, FIM was
administrated to 61 stroke patients out of 62 and to
69 orthopedic patients out of 76.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistically significant differences between control
and patient groups for possible covariates (age,
gender, education, marital status, and occupation)
were evaluated with t tests and chi-square compar-
isons, with a significance threshold of .05. The two
groups did not differ except with regard to gender:
Marginally more females were in the control group.

Differences in the average scores obtained by
the various groups of patients with respect to
the considered variates (ANPS-SEEKING, HADS-
Depression, and FIM scores) were estimated by an
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Since the original
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6 FARINELLI ET AL.

TABLE 1
ANPS-SEEKING items

ANPS-SEEKING items Item no.

Almost any little problem or puzzle stimulates my interest 1
I do not get much pleasure out of looking forward to special events 9
I really enjoy looking forward to new experiences 17
I like to set very practical goals rather than grandiose plans 25
Seeking an answer is as enjoyable as finding the solution 33
I often feel little eagerness or anticipation when thinking about my goals 41
I enjoy anticipating and working towards a goal almost as much as achieving it. 49
I am usually not interested in solving problems and puzzles just for the sake of solving them 57
My curiosity sometimes drives me to do things that others might consider a waste of time 65
I rarely feel the need just to get out and explore things 73
Whenever I am in a new place, I like to explore the area and get a better feel for my surroundings 81
I am not the kind of person that likes probing and investigating problems 89
I often feel like I could accomplish almost anything 97
I am not an extremely inquisitive person 105

Note. Davis et al., 2003. ANPS = Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales.

studies on healthy individuals (Davis et al., 2003)
found significant sex differences in the average
scores of some ANPS subscales, this possible bias-
ing feature was accounted for by considering sex as
a covariate in the ANOVA analysis. Whenever sig-
nificant F ratios (p < .05) were obtained, post hoc
t tests in the Tukey’s form were used to determine
specific effects on the considered scale.

Based on the overall above-mentioned group
results, we correlated both the dimensions of
ANPS-SEEKING and HADS-Depression with
each other as well as with the FIM (the functional
independence measure). Pearson correlation was
used as follows: z-transformed correlation values
were considered significant when the null hypoth-
esis could be rejected at a significance level lower
than 5% with a two-tailed test.

RESULTS

ANPS-SEEKING scores in lesion patients

Comparison between the two groups (stroke, con-
trol) revealed that ANPS-SEEKING scores were
significantly lower in stroke patients than in the
control group: Average scores for stroke and ortho-
pedic patients were 32.74 (SD = 5.69) and 34.87
(SD = 5.28), respectively. Since analyses considered
the gender as a covariate, it is unlikely that these
differences are due to gender.

Impact of lesion location on
ANPS-SEEKING scores

Marked differences in ANPS-SEEKING average
scores appear in the different subgroups (Table 2).

In particular, average ANPS-SEEKING scores in
left, anterior, medial, and subcortical subgroups
appear systematically lower than those in right,
posterior, lateral, and cortical subgroups, but these
differences were not statistically significant. Clearer
statistical results emerged when stroke subgroups
were compared with the control group. Anterior,
medial, and subcortical lesions led to significantly
lower ANPS-SEEKING scores than posterior, lat-
eral, and cortical lesions.

ANPS-SEEKING and HADS-Depression

HADS-Depression scores were significantly higher
in the stroke group, with respective average scores
being 9.98 (SD = 3.84) and 7.95 (SD = 4.13).
For the HADS-Depression scores, patients with
anterior lesions exhibited significantly higher scores
than those with posterior lesions. Patients with
anterior, subcortical, and medial lesions also
showed significantly higher scores than the con-
trol group (Table 2). ANPS-SEEKING scores
were significantly negatively correlated with the
HADS-Depression scores: The higher the ANPS-
SEEKING scores, the lower the HADS-Depression
scores. This holds for both lesion and control sub-
jects (respective correlation coefficients −.39 and
−.31; Figure 1).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We report for the first time a behavioral study on
the personality trait of SEEKING in humans that
explores the impact of different lesion locations in
human subjects. Our results show the following:
(a) significant lower scores in ANPS-SEEKING in
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SEEKING AND DEPRESSION IN STROKE PATIENTS 7

TABLE 2
Comparison of average scores and respective standard deviations obtained in stroke patients grouped

by the region of the lesion on the ANPS and HADS

Anterior (A) (N = 19) Posterior (P) (N = 12) Significance

Average SD Average SD A vs. P A vs. CG P vs. CG

ANPS-SEEKING∧ 30.42 6.09 34.42 6.30 .09∧ <.01 .80
HADS-Depression 11.53 3.31 8.17 4.09 .02 <.01 .83
FIM 60.32 15.17 67.25 17.37 .25 <.01 .04

Cortical (C) (N = 12) Subcortical (S) (N = 24) Significance

Average SD Average SD C vs. S C vs. CG S vs. CG

ANPS-SEEKING 33.25 8.21 31.88 5.26 .55 .34 .01
HADS-Depression 9.75 4.77 10.79 3.70 .47 .15 <.01
FIM 54.58 16.98 64.17 13.65 .08 <.01 <.01

Medial (M) (N = 39) Lateral (L) (N = 10) Significance

Average SD Average SD M vs. L M vs. CG L vs. CG

ANPS-SEEKING 32.10 5.79 34.20 6.63 .15 <.01 .72
HADS-Depression 10.67 3.74 9.40 4.95 .38 <.01 .30
FIM 63.29 16.38 56.60 14.83 .25 <.01 <.01

Right (R) (N = 34) Left (L) (N = 27) Significance

Average SD Average SD R vs. L R vs. CG L vs. CG

ANPS-SEEKING 33.32 6.12 31.96 5.21 .36 .10 .01
HADS-Depression 10.27 3.66 9.89 3.95 .70 <.01 .03
FIM 61.29 18.18 63.19 13.62 .66 <.01 <.01

Note. ANPS = Affective Neuroscience Personality Scales. HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. FIM = Functional
Independence Measure. Region of the lesion: anterior vs. posterior, cortical vs. subcortical, medial vs. lateral, right vs. left. The right
three columns display the significance levels relative to the post hoc tests carried out between the two patient subgroups and between
each subgroup and the control group (CG). Boldface indicates that, on the corresponding subscale, a significant (p < .05) difference
exists between the two contrasted subgroups of patients, and the symbol “∧” indicates that the difference is trending towards signifi-
cance (p < .1). Boldface italic characters correspond to average scores that are significantly different (p < .05) from those in the control
group.

Figure 1. Scatter plot showing the correlation between ANPS-
SEEKING and HADS-Depression scores of control (black
circles) and stroke (empty circles) groups. ANPS = Affective
Neuroscience Personality Scales. HADS = Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale. Corresponding linear trends are also shown
with the relevant regression equations.

patients with brain lesions; (b) significant impact of
anterior, subcortical, and medial lesions on ANPS-
SEEKING scores; (c) significant relationship of
ANPS-SEEKING to HADS-Depression. Taken
together, our results, though exploratory, suggest
a significant role of anterior medial subcortical–
cortical regions in SEEKING and its close relation-
ship to depression.

The observed strong reduction of ANPS-
SEEKING scores in the anterior, midline, and
subcortical damage groups confirms how influen-
tial ancient regions of the brain are in regulating
affective experiences (Panksepp, 1998). This is well
in line with the findings in animals (Alcaro &
Panksepp, 2011) where subcortical midline regions
have been shown to play a central role in medi-
ating SEEKING. Our observations extend this to
humans, showing for the first time significantly
lower ANPS-SEEKING scores (with respect to the
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8 FARINELLI ET AL.

control group) in patients with lesions in these
regions.

The anterior, medial, subcortical regions extend
in humans to the anterior cortical midline struc-
tures like the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and
the perigenual anterior cingulated cortex. Together
they have therefore been subsumed under the
concept of a subcortical–cortical midline system,
thereby providing an anatomical bridge from ani-
mals to humans (Northoff & Panksepp, 2008;
Panksepp & Northoff, 2009). The present study
shows that the subcortical–cortical midline system
may be not only anatomically relevant but also
behaviorally, since it is associated with SEEKING
as an intrinsic behavioral activation. However,
future studies are needed to confirm the behav-
ioral specificity of SEEKING associated with
the anterior subcortical–cortical midline system.
Moreover, the exact neuronal mechanisms need
to be clarified. Given the fact that SEEKING is
an intrinsic behavioral predisposition, one would
expect that, neuronally, it may be related specif-
ically to the intrinsic activity—that is, resting
state activity—in these regions (see, for instance,
Hasler & Northoff, 2011; Northoff et al., 2011;
Qin & Northoff, 2011). However, this needs to be
further tested in future studies.

In addition to SEEKING, our results show a
clear relationship of the same regions with depres-
sion. This is well in accordance with recent observa-
tions showing abnormally high resting-state activity
in subcortical–cortical midline regions in depres-
sion in both animal models and humans (see
Alcaro, Panksepp, Witczak, Hayes, & Northoff,
2010; Northoff et al., 2011).

A recent lesion study by Koenigs et al.
(2008) showed that ventromedial prefrontal cortical
lesions reduced depressive symptoms, while lesions
in dorsomedial and lateral prefrontal cortex were
correlated with increased depressive symptoms. Our
results cannot take a clear stance on this. Our
lesions in the anterior midline extended through
both ventro- and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and
sometimes also to lateral prefrontal regions. Hence,
it remains unclear in our results whether the depres-
sive symptoms are associated with either ventro- or
dorsomedial prefrontal lesions.

In addition to the anterior and medial corti-
cal lesions, our study supports the importance of
subcortical midline limbic regions for depression.
This is further supported by the absence of interac-
tion between cortical lesions and depression. While
this hints at the central role of subcortical regions
for emotion and depression, as Panksepp argued
(Panksepp, 1998, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c), future stud-
ies with patients showing exclusively subcortical

lesions and exclusively cortical lesions would be
necessary to better understand how they influence
affective states. The assumed role of subcortical
regions in the midline would also be in accordance
with a recent report of the therapeutic effectiveness
of deep brain stimulation in subcortical midline
regions—for example, the nucleus accumbens, in
depression (see Schlaepfer et al., 2008).

Finally, our results show significant correlation
between SEEKING and depression: Higher scores
in ANPS-SEEKING predicted lower scores in
HADS-Depression. Interestingly, this holds true for
both lesioned and nonlesioned subjects. This pro-
vides direct empirical evidence in favor of the sug-
gested lowering of SEEKING in depression (Alcaro
et al., 2010; Northoff et al., 2011; Panksepp & Watt,
2012; Qin & Northoff, 2011; Watt & Panksepp,
2009; Zellner et al., 2011).

Several limitations affect our study, making it
exploratory in essence. First of all, the relatively
small sample size was possibly responsible for the
lack of statistical evidence for differences among
brain-damaged subgroups (failing to pass the rel-
evant statistical tests does not imply that hypothe-
sized differences do not exist and based on the sam-
ple size may reflect a Type II error). Furthermore, it
also prevented any further subdivision of the con-
sidered sample to better identify the role of the size
of the lesion and of its specific location (e.g., by dis-
tinguishing among ventromedial, dorsomedial, or
lateral lesion locations). This could be improved in
future work through the application of more rigor-
ous criteria than simply coarse lesion identification
(e.g., voxel-based morphometry, perhaps applied
concurrently with diffusion tensor imaging, DTI,
of relevant brain circuits such as the MFB). Still,
the encouraging findings we were able to harvest,
despite relatively small sample size, prompts us, and
hopefully others, to design future studies to address
such shortcomings.

Another limitation we would address is the deci-
sion to include patients with relatively low MMSE
scores (≥21/30). Our decision was based on a
clinical assessment of the actual possibility for
subjects to actively participate in the evaluation.
Clearly, as clinical experience has shown, even a
slightly higher, perhaps more conventional, thresh-
old (≥24/30) does not exclude mild to moderate
dementia. In any event, we cannot exclude possible
biases induced by the declining motivation due to a
multitude of interacting factors.

Another problematic aspect to be considered is
the complex multifactorial character of poststroke
depression where social (e.g., disability, lack of
independence, recent negative life events, etc.)
and psychological (e.g., personality traits, previous
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SEEKING AND DEPRESSION IN STROKE PATIENTS 9

history of depression, mourning processes, etc.) fac-
tors may play a significant role along with biologi-
cal factors (Alexopoulos et al., 1997; Dafer, Rao,
Shareef, & Sharma, 2008). These aspects, however,
were not considered here. As an example, since
diagnosis was communicated to each patient before
their admission to the rehabilitation hospital where
the present study was performed, we had no pos-
sibility of evaluating the eventual direct impact of
how stroke diagnosis was actually managed and
presented to the patient on eventual depressive
status. Furthermore, the amplified vulnerability of
stroke patients to prior depressive episodes was not
considered here. These important aspects need to be
addressed in future studies.

An unresolved critical aspect is the application of
ANPS to target primary emotions: We must accept
that SEEKING scale (and possibly all question-
naire scales) are assessing responses at a higher
level of mental functioning. The difficulty of eval-
uating primary personality traits through tertiary
cognitive abilities will remain in such patient pop-
ulations, but future studies will also include mea-
sures other than just the ANPS and the HADS
for SEEKING and depression, respectively, includ-
ing more direct behavioral testing with explicit
tasks requiring SEEKING behaviors. Of course
such approaches can still only provide results rep-
resentative of an integration of primary and higher
brain functioning. As discussed by Coenen and col-
leagues (2012; Coenen et al., 2011) direct evaluation
of primary brain structures and functions would
require specific neurological procedures (e.g., “deep
brain stimulation”).

In conclusion, we have summarized findings
from an extensive study of patients with distinct
patterns of brain damage that show clear reduc-
tions of the basic dimension of SEEKING in
left, medial, anterior, and subcortical lesions. Since
almost the same pattern of psychological changes
was obtained in depression scores, these findings
further underline the central importance of both
dimensions in the diminished neural processing of
positive affective states in midline subcortical and
anterior cortical brain regions. In this vein, it is
also worth noting that deep-brain stimulation in the
anterior regions of the SEEKING system, such as
ventral striatum (i.e., nucleus accumbens), has been
found to yield distinct and long-lasting antidepres-
sant effects in treatment-resistant depressed human
beings (Bewernick et al., 2010; Grubert et al., 2011;
Schlaepfer et al., 2008). Further, considering the
trajectory of the mesolimbic SEEKING system
that feeds into the nucleus accumbens and medial
frontal cortical regions, it is to be expected that even
stronger antidepressant effects may be obtained

by stimulating this medial forebrain bundle linked
SEEKING system that has traditionally, and per-
haps mistakenly, been called “the brain reward
system” (Coenen et al., 2012; Coenen et al., 2011).

Original manuscript received 22 July 2012
Revised manuscript accepted 11 February 2013
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